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Uptime.com Among the Best
For the third consecutive year, Uptime.com is rated 
among the best overall web monitoring services for 
2021.  
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Team Uptime.com just completed our 2021 summit, and we’re full of ideas for the future. 
 
This month we are highlighting a few of our handiest features to gear you up for a summer rush. From 
Status Pages to critical reporting, going granular with data gives you the information you need for key 
decisions and accountability. 

Featured Items
Enabling Status Page Subscribers

Each Status Page includes the ability for subscribers to receive updates throughout your incident 
management process. When you create or update an incident, simply tick the box to notify subscribers 
and Uptime.com will send an email notifying your users. 

To enable subscribers, click Settings>Allow Users to Subscribe to This Page:

Setting SLA Values

SLA values put key performance metrics front and center. You can set SLA values within your checks, 
which help provide context for your reporting. 

Once set, you can use your SLA values to customize the feel of your reporting. Use scheduled 
reporting to send these key metrics direct to stakeholders. 

Forgetting Something?

Diagnosing SSL and DNS errors is notoriously difficult, and very often painful. Create SSL and DNS 
checks with Uptime.com to gain more context when you spot these elusive outages.

Visibility affects everything. Take advantage of the full check suite offered by Uptime.com. See our 
overview of checks to learn what you might be missing. 

Industry News from Uptime.com

Preparing to Fail Fast

The principle of fail fast is either the best thing since the transistor or nothing but hot air. It depends on 
the size of your organization and the cohesiveness of your teams. If your team members have a strong 
working relationship, and dev is well integrated with everyday work company-wide, you already have a 
good foundation for this particular agile thinking.

That’s why we looked at methodologies that help us fail fast, recover faster, and learn fastest

Fail Fast!

What Customers Say About Uptime.com
“I can be confident that our app is working, and if something happens with it, I know I'll be alerted to it 
faster than users could even reach out.” 
 
-Jacob via Capterra

Thank You for Making Us Your Choice for Website 
Monitoring

Review Uptime.com on G2 Crowd

What kind of monitoring service will you need in 2021? What does your future with Uptime.com look 
like? These important questions drive our business and we want to hear from you!
 
Reach out to support@uptime.com and share your ideas with us. 

Happy Monitoring,

The Uptime.com Team
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